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The One Watford, Protecting our Community and Managing Crime Plan 2017-2018

moves away from what is generally regarded a daily business and focuses on

developing our understanding of an evolving Watford with a focus on safeguarding

and managing Threat, Risk and Harm. It is both a reflective and progressive

document looking at the years ahead in Watford whilst committing to memory the

lessons learnt from past experience.

Threats can broadly be defined in two ways. Current problems that we know about

and are managing and emerging threats, this might be based on problems that have

been identified within Watford or elsewhere in the country. This could relate to

concerns where the impact or extent of the problem is unknown in Watford and we

simply want to better understand this to better manage any identified problems and

protect the vulnerable people within our community.
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The document is intended to provide an overview and summary of the work being

undertaken by the Joint Agencies Group (JAG) reporting to One Watford, for

Strategic Management. The document is shaped around the findings of the CSP

Strategic report incorporating the Crime and ASB risk assessments, the priorities are

not exclusively based on those findings and it does incorporate local thoughts and

concerns. There is no hierarchal element to way in which the subjects are listed. All

are objectives that need focus and attention in 2017 / 18.

There will initially be seven area of work that will be focused on. Most can be

interlinked with other areas within the plan and this is illustrated below. The

engagement, commitment and support from all members of One Watford and JAG

will be critical to the success of this work and our enhancing our understanding of

the Watford.
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The same is also true of partners at all levels including the Community Protection

Group. Separate to this the decisions made here may also be subject to overview

with Scrutiny Committees. It is also recognised that this work will dovetail into other

separate plans and strategies owned locally by individual organisations.

To ensure members are still sighted on local Crime and ASB figures, these will be

reported on at the end of this document, they will not commented on further unless

they form part of the specific objectives. This will incorporate some of the Low Risk

areas from the strategic report.

The management of the document is intended to be flexible to allow changes to be

made in line with evolving Threats and Risks. As viewed by One Watford and JAG.




















